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Abstract. Many interfaces typically exist in the construction phase of a project. Since project participants usually fail to share interface information, most interfaces are difficult to solve effectively during that phase. Furthermore, future activities might not be implemented based on changes made by predecessors. In practice, failure to manage interfaces may result in additional work or in low project performance. In order to manage construction interfaces effectively, this study proposes the novel Multilevel Interface (MI) Matrix approach to enhance interface management during the construction phase of construction projects. By using the MI matrix approach, construction interface issues will be tracked and managed easily and effectively. Furthermore, this study develops a construction web matrix-based interface management (WMIM) system integrated with the proposed MI Matrix approach. The MI matrix approach and WMIM system are applied to a pilot test to illustrate how to support interface management during the construction project. As results of the pilot test indicate, the MI matrix approach and WMIM system provide an effective interface management tool for the construction phase.
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1. Introduction

Many organizations coordinate and collaborate with others in order to achieve the objectives of a construction project. Construction projects have become extremely complex with many organizations working together. Thus, project managers must deal with more complex interfaces than ever before, such as managing both internal and external interfaces. Internal interface is the interaction of implementing a job within a single organization, while external interface is the interaction of different organizations doing a job (Healy 1998). For the project management, project participants often complete their individual activities based on their viewpoint (Shen et al. 2007). Communication and interaction among the organizations is very important for the success of a project. Under best conditions, it is a match between interfacial parts, such as physical and operational compatibility, which is difficult to achieve (Chua, Godinot 2006). During the construction phase, interface problems often occur due to informational gaps among participants which lead to errors. Therefore, effective and efficient approaches should be applied and integrated in project management to manage and track the status of interface problems. The management of interface problems involving people, components, systems, and concepts is called Interface Management (IM) (Nooteboom 2004). The failure of IM may result in low productivity, low quality construction, problems, and increased cost (Chen et al. 2008). Additionally, if interfaces are not managed well during the construction phase, it may result in rework, wasted time, increased costs (Sundgren 1999), and poor project performance.

Construction management should see benefits in construction projects when interfaces are well managed and the IM is applied and well implemented. Although the interface matrix was applied in the construction interface management, it was difficult and complex for users to retrieve the information of interfaces and to track the recent status of interfaces in procedure. In order to solve this problem, the Multilevel Interface (MI) Matrix approach and the construction interface management system were proposed for this study in order to enable participants to manage interfaces efficiently. With the combined MI matrix approach and the construction interface management system, interface issues can be easily tracked and controlled (see Fig. 1). The MI matrix mainly facilitates and easily and efficiently acquires the interface information related to people, events, and time interfaces. The main advantage of the MI matrix is its ability to provide interface relationships between participants for each issue, present activity sequence in the matrix, and enable users to directly identify the clear status information of interface issues. Finally, this study develops a construction web matrix-based interface management (WMIM) system based on a proposed MI Matrix approach for project participants. The MI Matrix approach and WMIM system are applied on a pilot test to illustrate how to
support IM during the construction project. The results of the pilot test indicate the MI matrix approach and WMIM system provide an effective interface management tool in the construction phase of the project.

2. Literature review

A construction project includes many interfaces, such as the technical, contractual, organizational, physical, and time interface (Pavitt, Gibb 2003; Stuckenbruck 1983; Healy 1998). Interface issues arise when the boundary between systems cannot be controlled due to interfacial mismatch (Chua, Godinot 2006). Interfaces should be identified along with how they may affect a project as the interface issue appears (Pavitt, Gibb 2003). Interface issues, such as mismatched parts, coordination difficulties, or systems performance failure negatively impact the performance of construction projects (Chen et al. 2008). There are researchers who have proposed approaches to support IM, such as the application of a WBS matrix to manage interfaces between systems and activities (Chua, Godnot 2006), using a cause and effect diagram to analyze affected interface factors of a project (Chen et al. 2008), and decreasing the number of interfaces by integrating the dependent structure matrix into the design phase (Chua et al. 2003). These events stem from a lack of communication among participants and poorly defined and coordinated responsibilities. Communication problems among participants can deteriorate on-site work (Park et al. 2010). Effective sharing of interface information can decrease interface events or issues that may arise during the construction phase or between the design and construction phases (Lin 2009; Siao, Lin 2010). Senthilkumar et al. (2010) can also help in the communication for the design to enhance design IM by the developed web-based system. Overall, insufficient information prevents the implementation of interface-related work (Chen et al. 2010). Currently, 3D/4D modeling for the building is used to represent spatial discussions, such as activity sequencing, constructability, and conflict. (Emerging Construction Technologies 2009). Also, new building information modeling is applied to present the integral building information for various phases of a project within the unified data repository (Gu, London 2010). Consequently, effective communication can improve interfaces while IM manages the common boundary of organizations or phases via communication and coordination processes (Wideman 2002).

Despite many articles and system developments in academic and practice literature, there is a lack of easy and friendly platforms to track and manage interface events and problems during the construction phase.
3. Methodology

To assist the IM implementation, the construction interface management procedure and a MI matrix are used in this study. By using the MI matrix and following the proposed IM procedure for dealing with interface issues, interface issues can be managed and tracked effectively.

3.1. Procedure of construction interface management

This study proposes a procedure for construction interface management in implementing IM. The proposed construction interface management procedure consists of five phases (see Fig. 2), as follows: interface collection, interface identification, interface review and submission, interface communication, and interface closing. After an interface issue arises during the construction phase, data related to the problem is collected, problem statements are proposed, and attributes (such as the interface type) are identified. Related participants meet to exchange opinions and offer solutions to address the interface issue. During the solution implementation, the interface issue must be tracked to ensure that the solution is appropriate. All interface information must be stored to be used as reference in future projects.

**Interface collection**

Interface collection is the first step in dealing with any interface problems. When an interface problem is encountered, the problem must be identified and the issue described by the interface proposer, including interface issue subjects, date, and problem statements. The interface proposer can also collect related information/data to support the proposed problem statements.

**Interface identification**

In order to understand interface problems in detail, the interface proposer also illustrates possible impacts of the project interface, the type of interface, and identifies the interface-related participants. These illustrations are a reference to support project participants in determining how to address interface problems. Finally, the interface proposer must submit the interface issue.

---

![Fig. 2. Construction interface management procedure](image-url)
Interface review and submission

This phase mainly provides project participants the opportunity to handle the interface problems of a project. All interface issues that occur must be reviewed by project participants and managers to proceed with the following steps. When managers receive the interface issue, they are able to understand the problem from the detailed description of the proposed interface issue and know which participants are involved in this interface issue. Project participants and managers can check the assignments for each interface-related participant using the previously completed MI matrix. Identifying assignments effectively is important in determining assignment responsibility for interface issues during the communication. After managers understand and handle the latest condition of the interface problem, the issue is submitted and the follow-up communication phase is opened to solve the problem.

Interface communication

Fig. 1 presents the communication and coordination framework for dealing with any interface issue. Project participants and managers may communicate to exchange information and determine appropriate opinions, and then find solutions for the interface problems. However, if the problem-solution is rejected by project managers, it may be that it is a complicated problem and the related participants must meet again to resolve it.

Interface closing

When a problem-solution has been made and implemented, project participants and managers can monitor conditions to ensure that the problem-solutions are appropriate, and their descriptions are recorded. If interface problems still exist, the interface management procedure must be re-implemented as a new submission to collect the related data, identify the new status of the interface issue and assignments, communicate and coordinate, and make new problem-solutions to address them. If interface issues are solved and do not need to be reconfirmed, the interface management process and results, including efforts in implementing problem-solutions and resolution date, must be stored.

3.2. Multilevel interface matrix approach

A project usually includes dependent and interdependent activities. A dependent activity relationship means the succeeding activity requires acquiring information to begin a job, while activities that require information from each other to start the job and progress are an interdependent relationship. There are fewer interdependent activity relationships than dependent activity relationships in practice. Thus, the bulk of activities in a project are dependent. If the information exchange between activities is insufficient to provide valuable information for the follow-up construction, problems may arise due to incomplete information. In practice, some problems exist in using these meeting minutes related to handling the relationships between participants for each problem and the status of interface problems. In order to solve the problems, the interface relationships are categorized into direct interface and indirect interface. The relationship is the connection between activities. The predecessor must provide information to support the successor’s implementation, and the relationship between the predecessor and successor is called Direct Interface. In practice, other participants may be involved in interface issues. Therefore, the relationship between the interface proposer and other project participants (who are not the predecessor or successor to the interface proposer) is called Indirect Interface. Both direct and indirect interfaces are applied in the proposed MI approach.

While the interface matrix is proposed and applied in construction interface management, it is too hard and complex for users to retrieve the information of interfaces and track their status in procedure. In order to solve the problem, this study proposes using the Multilevel Interface Matrix approach to enhance the interface management during the construction phase. The primary characteristics of the MI matrix approach are as follows: (1) the MI matrix shows interface information and status directly integrated with automatic updates and notices function in the matrix environment; (2) the MI matrix provides clear and dynamic interface-related information based on related interface events and participants; (3) the MI matrix is formed by crossing vertical factors for project participants, event, and time with a horizontal factor for the interface participants; and (4) successors can trace easily and effectively changed and updated situations and information of predecessors.

This proposed MI matrix approach includes a construction events matrix, an interface presentation matrix, and a construction interface network. The cells of the matrix can be marked to determine the assignments for project participants and to record information about interface issues. Participants can also obtain information related to the relationships of activities applying the sequencing function in the MI matrix. In the construction events matrix, the sequencing function proposed sequence sub-activities based on start-time for activities to present the dependence of sub-activities. By utilizing the sequencing function, users can identify the interface type, which indicates the direct interface, and can also acquire the information related to construction sequence.

The construction events matrix displays the activities of a project according to the sequence of activities, allowing the identification of the construction sequence and direct interface relationship for participants. The assignments and construction schedule of each project participant for activities also are recorded in this matrix. The interface presentation matrix shows interface issues and interface relationships between project participants for each interface issue and such relationships include both direct and indirect interfaces. Finally, the construction interface network shows all interface conditions which include the presentation of direct and indirect interface relationships between project participants, and the number of interface issues and closed interface issues. In this network, inter-
face relationships for participants are shown by two types of lines, the entity line and the dotted line. The entity line indicates the direct interface relationship and the dotted line indicates the indirect interface relationship. The entity lines can be drawn between project participants according to the construction events matrix. Moreover, based on indirect interface issues recorded in the interface presentation matrix, dotted lines can also be drawn to connect the related project participants to clearly present the indirect interface relationships.

If any interface arose or if a situation changed during the construction process, they would be updated in the MI matrix to ensure that the interface information is current. The two interface sheets have been applied in this study, including the notice sheet and interface issue sheet. The notice sheet will be used before the activity is completed. The notice sheet records the preceding activity’s scope, duration, and interface issues so the successor can know the condition of the predecessor’s work and propose an interface problem he may find and request a response from the predecessor. Each interface problem is proposed by using the interface issue sheet. In the interface issue sheet, descriptions of work scope, the interface problem, the interface response, and the problem-solution are included. When managers have identified interface problems solved, efforts of the problem-solution implementation and the interface resolution date have to be recorded in the interface issue sheet. By utilizing the notice sheet and the interface issue sheet, interfaces will be tracked effectively during the construction phase of a project.

Fig. 3 describes the procedure for developing the MI matrix approach. In the first step, the construction events matrix allows managers to directly mark assignments in related matrix cells to class work ranges of project participants for activities of a project. In the second step, the direct interface relationships between participants must be presented in the construction interface network according to defined dependence of activities in a construction events matrix. For example, in Fig. 3, contractors’ works have been identified by the manager who marks what activities are done by whom in the construction events matrix. Because the set out activity (worked by Sub-contractor F, labeled S.C. F) and assembly of RF~PF of pillar of re-bars activity (constructed by Sub-contractor E, labeled S.C. E) are dependent and the S.C. F is a predecessor for S.C. E in these two activities, the direct interface relationship between S.C. E and S.C. F is identified in the construction events matrix. Then, the entity line can be drawn to connect S.C. E and S.C. F. All direct interface relationships can be drawn following similar reasoning.

Nevertheless, if the activities sequencing is not considered in the construction events matrix, errors in identifying direct interface relationships and the construction sequence may occur. For instance, one project has four activities: activity A, activity B, activity C, and activity D. Activity C is implemented first, followed by activity B, then activity D, and lastly, activity A. If these four activities are put in the construction events matrix and the activities sequencing is not considered, the direct interface relationship between activity A and B will be identified in the matrix. However, it is not a direct interface relationship because activity A is not the preceding work for activity B. Furthermore, it is easy to understand the relationships among activities using sequence function in the matrix.

![Fig. 3. The structure of Multilevel Interface Matrix](image-url)
The third step is to present interface issues in an interface presentation matrix. Any occurred interface issue should be recorded, to include an assigned interface name, close time and the response times. For example, if General-contractor B (G.C. B) finds problems related to the work Sub-contractor C (S.C. C) constructed, G.C. B proposes the interface issue and then S.C. C must respond to G.C. B. At this time, the subject of this problem (same as interface name), close time, and response times will be recorded in the interface presentation matrix. Project participants and managers can use such information to handle problems existing between participants and to solve problems without reviewing other data. Furthermore, an interface issue may have both direct and indirect interfaces which must all be recorded in the interface presentation matrix.

The final step is mainly to present whole interface conditions between participants when any interface issue occurs, and that any indirect interface that occurs is recorded in the interface presentation matrix. Indirect interface relationships between project participants must be updated in the construction interface network using the dotted line. For instance, an indirect interface issue has occurred between general-contractor B (G.C. B) and S.C. E and recorded in the interface presentation matrix. Therefore, a dotted line must be drawn to connect G.C. B and S.C. E in the construction interface network (see Fig. 3). Interface conditions, which include the number of interface issues and close interface issues, are also recorded on the lines. For example, G.C. B and S.C. E have one indirect interface issue in the interface presentation matrix which has been closed (this information can be obtained from the interface issue), and recorded on the dotted line connecting them. Following this reasoning, whole interface conditions, including direct and indirect interfaces, can be presented. Managers can obtain information related to the status of interface issues in the construction interface network, such as knowing the number of problems presented and solved between participants.

4. System implementation

The WMIM system is designed and developed based on the MI matrix approach. The WMIM system is applied on Microsoft Windows XP with Internet Information Services (IIS), such a system environment as a web server. The WMIM system is built by Active Server Pages with dot NET framework (ASP.NET). ASP.NET provides an approach to create dynamic web application and it can be used to design and develop the friendly-user interface of the WMIM system. There are three distinct layers in the WMIM system which are the presentation layer, the business layer, and the data access layer. Each layer does its own work to support the system. The presentation layer defines the level of browsing information with administrators and normal users, administrative and normal user interfaces respectively. Users can obtain and propose any interface information via a browser such as Internet Explorer (IE) to connect in this system. Administrators not only are able to obtain requirements from this system but can also control and manage interface data via the browser. Moreover, the proposed MI matrix approach can also be applied by administrators and normal users. The business layer consists of several application functions to support the system. These applications include indexing, interface matrixes, interface network, and communication functions. Finally, the data access layer provides a stored function for managed interface data within the Microsoft Access Server 2003 database. Administrators must back-up data to avoid losing and missing any interface information related to construction (see Fig. 4). Also, the WMIM system provides five services for interface management, including the interface events matrix, the interface presentation matrix, the construction interface network, online communication, and the interface sharing.

5. Pilot test

5.1. Description of pilot test

The following pilot test involves a contractor with twenty years of specific experience in the Taiwanese high-tech building project. The high-tech building project involves the 1 general contractor and 3 subcontractors during the construction phase. Furthermore, the general contractor hopes to utilize interface management to manage interfaces effectively and enhance construction management. Therefore, the general contractor encourages all participants to use the WMIM system and manage interfaces effectively among participants for better interface management. During the construction phase, project participants can trace and manage interfaces, and changes regarding the construction phase of clear room in the high-tech plant. All project participants fully utilize the WMIM system for interface management. The general contractor applies the MI matrix to manage installation of building components. The mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) engineers utilize the WMIM system to handle and trace interfaces when working on building heating, cooling, and plumbing subprojects. The subcontractors utilize the WMIM system to manage all interface problems. Fig. 5 presents the interface-sharing management in the WMIM system.

During the interface collection and identification phase, all interfaces were continually identified by responsible project participants or managers during the construction phase. In the beginning, the interface proposer entered the system and edited interface problems regarding to clean room construction in the WMIM system and waited the project manager approved. The interfaces included the “installation and test interfaces between MEP and construction Section” problem description, detailed situation description, and explanation of suggested solutions. After the project manager approved the issue, the interface proposer initially generated an MI matrix based on the interface requirement in the system. Also, the interface proposer checked and confirmed the interface information in the MI matrix. During the interface review and submission phase, responsible participants were invited to edit their comments related to the “installation and test interfaces between MEP and const-
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ruction Section” problem in the WMIM system after the MI matrix was generated. When the identified interface began to be traced, the system showed the latest status and result for each interface. Participants could access related interfaces directly by clicking on cells in the MI matrix. During the phase, the notice sheets and the interface issue sheets were utilized in the implementation of IM. Furthermore, all interfaces were centralized and stored in the central database to avoid adding redundant data.

During the interface communication phase, project participants communicated with each other regarding selected interface issues in the WMIM system and shared latest interface information. All participants had to edit their responses relative to the interface issues for which they were responsible. Each participant presents their

![Fig. 4. The structure of the WMIM system](image-url)
Fig. 5. The interface-sharing management in the WMIM system

explanations and comments in the WMIM system in order to share interfaces issues with others. In the test, one construction engineer utilized the WMIM system to discuss the two mechanical engineers regarding to the interfaces. Furthermore, the project manager utilized the WMIM system to request the responses and related two electrical participants who were involved in the interface. The electrical participants also noted the descriptions for interfaces with digital video. Finally, all records of interface processes would be saved and traced all the time. Some of interfaces didn’t be responded or processed in the assigned time would be traced and pushed again by the WMIM system. Furthermore, project managers and related participants could trace and manage effectively all well-done interfaces or processed interfaces during the construction phase. The two electrical participants began...
to respond to the requests. Furthermore, the mechanical engineer provided solutions and feedback, and offered suggestions regarding the interface. Numerous requests and comments regarding the interface were communicated among all related participants during the phase. Furthermore, the interface proposer encountered numerous problems that could not be solved by other participants. The interface proposer requested assistance from other senior engineers involved in other related projects to handle problems directly using communication services in the WMIM system. After receiving comments and assistance from all related participants, the interface proposer solved the problem and shared the interface results and solution with others.

During the interface closing phase, the interface proposer identified the whole process of the interface which had been finished without any further confirmation and assistance from related participants. The interface proposer submitted the interface closing action and waited for the project manager’s confirmation. The project manager finally confirmed the action. The status of the interface was updated in the WMIM system after completing the process, and a notice and report were transmitted by e-mail to the project manager and authorized participants.

5.2. Pilot test results and discussions

Overall, the pilot test results demonstrated that the WMIM system is an effective and simple platform for construction interface management, especially for the general contractor and subcontractors. The WMIM system was installed on the general contractor’s main server during the test. During the pilot test, verification and validation tests were performed to evaluate system functions. The verification test determined whether the system operated correctly according to the system design, while the validation test evaluated the system’s usefulness. The verification test was performed by assessing whether the WMIM system performed tasks as specified by the system design. In the validation test, selected case participants were asked to use the system; project teams then provided feedback by answering a questionnaire. The pilot test participants consisted of two subcontractor engineers with 5 years of experience, two senior engineers and one project manager with 10 years of experience as general contractors. To evaluate system functions and user satisfaction with system capabilities, questionnaires were distributed by using a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 for “not useful” to 5 for “very useful”. Questionnaire results indicated that the performance of interface management implementation was significantly improved (see Table 1). Comments regarding improvements to the WMIM system were also obtained from project participants (general contractor and subcontractors). Fig. 6 presented the screen of the WMIM system used in the Pilot Test.

The lessons learned from the pilot test are as follows: (1) each project participant should be responsible and high support for IM works; (2) project managers should join IM team since the MI matrix requires them to assign and manage interface-related assignments; (3) e-mail notice service is very important for IM to notice all responsible participants to respond the interfaces in the WMIM system; (4) the MI matrix is the friendly and simple tool for identifying, managing and tracking interfaces; and (5) the on-site engineers may use mobile devices or smart phones in the jobsite to utilize the WMIM system directly for IM works.

Questionnaire results indicate that the primary advantages of the MI matrix are (1) the MI matrix shows easier and clearly interface information and status than previous interface matrices; (2) the MI matrix provides clear and dynamic representations, thus identifying the relationship of interface-related participants relevant to interface events; (3) the MI matrix clearly identifies available interface information in the matrix-based environment; (4) the MI matrix approach easily provides automatic corrections and notices when interfaces and changes are made to a current project; and (5) users can trace changed situations and information of predecessors easily and update the changed situations for the successors effectively.

The following recommendations are based on received feedback: (1) policy and strategy must be considered to encourage the use of the WMIM system because its effective use requires that changes be made to almost every aspect of a firm’s business; (2) further effort is required to update interface information related to various interfaces in the WMIM system; (3) most project participants require substantial time and assistance to edit interface information; (4) training and workshops for the WMIM system are necessary and beneficial for all users; and (5) the WMIM system may be integrated with web-based project management in the future.

The feedback results indicated that the primary barriers to using the WMIM system were as follows: (1) it was inconvenient for on-site engineers to edit or respond

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality of system</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Interface Tracking</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Interface Sharing</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability to Construction IM</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of system</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over System Usefulness</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability of system</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduces Unnecessary Costs</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces Rework</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Accessing Interface Records</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves Interface Communication</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhances Interface Sharing</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves Interface Management</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the mean score is calculated from respondents' feedback on

Five-scale questionnaire: 1(Strongly Disagree), 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Strongly Agree)
interfaces directly using the notebooks; (2) substantial time and assistance was needed for engineers and managers to edit and update the interface information; (3) some of the project participants and top management did not pay attention to the IM work; and (4) low willingness of project participants to share related interface information.

6. Conclusions

The application of interface management is to allow project participants to efficiently understand and manage the whole status of interfaces. The MI matrix proposed in the study allows project participants to easily present the identified interface problems and handle them effectively. Overall, the MI matrix approach enables project participants to track the condition of managing interface problems that occur without reviewing other data. By using the MI matrix, interface relationships, including both direct and indirect interfaces, and interface conditions can be presented for project participants in a construction interface network. The results based on pilot test indicate that the MI matrix is an effective approach for construction interface management. The MI matrix significantly enhances the performance in tracing and managing construction interfaces. Also, the application of the notice sheet and the interface issue sheet are used in the IM

Fig. 6. The screen of the WMIM system using in the Pilot Test
procedure to implement an effective IM system. The application of the interface issue sheet presents problem statements, interface types, problem-solutions, and implemented efforts. Furthermore, the successor can review the construction conditions of the predecessor’s work after acquiring the notice sheet provided by the predecessor. And interface problems can be detected early via the notice sheet and interface issue sheet to decrease negative impacts for a project. Finally, this study develops a construction web matrix-based interface management (WMIM) system integrated with the proposed MI matrix approach for project participants. By utilizing the WMIM system, whole interface-related information sharing can be tracked and managed effectively for project participants. Furthermore, the MI matrix approach and the WMIM system are applied to a pilot test to illustrate how to support interface management during the construction project. The results of the pilot test indicate the WMIM system integrated with the MI matrix approach provides an effective interface management tool in the construction phase of the project.
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